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Fire Show
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Why have a checklist?
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~ SAFETY ~
For yourself, the audience, and the space, it is important to ensure
safety. Having all things checked and accounted for enables greater

assurance through greater awareness.
~ ORGANIZATION ~

In the heat of excitement with preparing for a show, it can be easy to
forget simple and essential things. Creating a pattern in the ways we

get ready helps to keep everything in a familiar order.
~ PROFESSIONALLISM ~

 The more prepared, safe, and ready we can be, the more professional
we appear and become. As a professional fire performer, we cannot
afford mistakes and/or accidents for the sake of our own and others

well being and for fire performers everywhere!
✬✬✬

Print this out (double sided if you can), customize it to your needs, and
treat it as an essential tool in your equipment kit. Treat it like a prop,

just don't light it on fire! ;-) *Get your other props at sacredflowart.com.



Present an *Exchange Agreement. Send the client a
written Exchange Agreement that covers all details. This
is to ensure that all parties are aware of everything
expected, to enable a smooth flow of exchange.
See the space. Go in-person to inspect the space for
safety. Establish the performance, fueling and safety area. 
Finalize/sign the agreement. Give the client a copy.
Create an *invoice for the business/people hiring.
Collect a down-payment. 50% paid up-front is suggested.
Invite friends! If this is a public gig, advertise it! Use social
media to promote the event and to share the details
related to your involvement. 

            Setup - 1 Day+ before
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                            (at least 24 hours before the show)

*Exchange Agreements and invoice templates are available upon request. 
Please email us at info@FullCirclePhenomenal.com for a copy.



            Setup - 1 Day+ before
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                            (at least 24 hours before the show)

Gather, check, and pack equipment. Have all of your gear
clean and ready to perform with. Here are some of our
essential items, with space for you to add more:                   

Lighter

Fire Safe Clothing:

Tip jar

Fire Extinguisher Fuel

Cones/Caution tape Put-out blanket/towel

Squeeze bottle/container for fueling 

Tray to catch excess fuel

Speaker

Baby wipes

Healing salve Just in case!!

Makeup Business cards

Props/Equipment:

Banner



Setup: 30-60 minutes
 before showtime.

Send out any last minute invites/publications/reminders.
Get dressed. Apply makeup. 
Locate the people in charge. Inform security of where
the equipment is being set up, and make sure they are
attentive to the guest's behavior.
Set up the space. Dedicate an area for fueling and props.
Dedicate a different area for put-out and safety station
that is well away from the fueling station.
Warm up. Honor the space. Practice some conscious
breathing and gentle movements to prepare your body
and overall energy and mental focus.
Sound check. Make sure the sound is set up correctly.
No commercials. Turn off notifications. Clear sound.
Prop check. Make sure that all of the attachments are
secure, wicks intact and that everything is ready to go!
Exchange contact info with photographers/videographers.
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Caution  Caution  Caution  



Setup: 30-60 minutes
 before showtime.
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Caution  Caution  Caution  

Communicate. Let the people in charge know when you
are/will be ready to begin.
Set up your camera (don't forget to hit "record")!
Announcements. Introductions. Show Time!!



            After the show
             is finished..

Final announcements. Before stepping off stage, make
sure to remind your audience of who you are, how to
connect with you, and anything else that you would like
to end on. (Create a call to action! Collect contact info!)
Pack up. Put things back in the same order/arrangement
Collect remaining payment. Connect with the people in
charge again for the rest of your payment.
Create a *receipt for your client.
Ask for a five-star review. Pro tip: discuss leaving five-
star reviews before the event. After the event, follow up
with them to exchange reviews. 
Follow up with the photographers/videographers to
gather the content they captured.
Share the content! Create your own promotional videos!
Just remember to give proper credit to the creators. 
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*Receipt templates are available upon request. 
Please email us at info@FullCirclePhenomenal.com for a copy.



Invest in You!

ONLINE CLASSES
Book a private lesson online! We begin with a "Strategy Session" to design a plan

of action for reaching your goals. Each session is between 60-75 minutes.
 Contact us for booking!

info@FullCirclePhenomenal.com
 

IN-PERSON TRAINING
We are training professional fire spinning teams everywhere we go! Depending on
where we are in the world (currently on tour driving through South America), we

may gather for in-person classes, workshops, retreats, and/or intensives. 
Connect with us online to find out when we will be in your area!

 

@SacredFlowArt                    SacredFlowArt.com
@FullCirclePhenomenal   FullCirclePhenomenal.com

 

COMMUNITY
Check out our HUNDREDS of FREE flow arts tutorials by searching "Sacred Flow
Art" on YouTube! Also join our Facebook group for active community engagement
and weekly instructional videos. Just search "Flow Art / Fire Spinning Southern

Oregon (Grants Pass, Medford, Ashland)" and click "join group".

What's next?
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Level up your flow arts career!
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